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The aim of the article is to compare two practices of lexicographic description of idioms: British and American. Modern and authority American and British dictionaries of idioms become the focus of interest. The subject matter is an entry, and the object of study is its significative and denotative, connotative and additional components. The study reveals merits and otherwise, perspectives of the compared lexicographic practices.
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Introduction

Being international the English language arouses a great interest in the contemporary world. In this regard, among English learners there is a tendency to free language, a desire to make their oral and written language more colorful, fascinating and to understand an underlying subtext in literature. It is no secret that idioms create the main difficulties in the study of the language. Not living in the target language, the images using English-speaking population seem to be very strange. As a result, one of the main problems learners have with idioms is that it is often impossible to guess the meaning of an idiom from the words it contains.

Comprehensive studies on the nature of idioms and the methods of their investigation have had a significant impact on the development and further improvement of phraseography. The main element of idioms dictionary, like any other, is an entry. It concentrates all information about an interpret unit and reflects the basic principles of one or the other of the two lexicographical publications.

The form of an entry is quite straightforward, consisting of entry head, definition, comments (if any), and examples. Each component of an entry is paid enough attention in modern lexicography. Linguists focus on labels (S.K. Bashieva (1998), V.I. Telia (1996), D.A. Zhorzholiani (1987)),

Theoretical framework

R.A. Ayupova considers that usefulness of a lexicographical description must be estimated based on how full connotative, significative and denotative components of phraseological meaning are reflected in an entry, and how full additional components are presented in the entry. So, the scientist does entry research of FPs including idioms through analyzing of three elements: a significative and denotative macro-component of phraseological definition; a connotative macro-component of phraseological definition; additional components of an entry.

The first – the significative and denotative macro-component of phraseological definition – relates to definitions. In spite of existing different classifications of vocabulary definitions in the scientific literature R.A. Ayupova believes that there are five characteristic types of vocabulary definitions:

- definition as a free phrase or a sentence (i.e. interpretation with a simple sentence);
- a combined type of definition (i.e. a definition may consists of several parts: “free phrase + fixed phrase (FP)”, “lexical item + FP”, “free phrase + lexical item + FP” and so on);
- definition as an expended sentence (i.e. interpretation with a complex sentence);
- definition as a lexical unit;
- definition as a synonym or an antonym.

At the same time, in the scientist’s opinion, whichever definition is presented, it must be:

- clear, compact and precise;
- not interpreted by other FPs;
- created taking into account a category feature and a syntactic structure of a fixed unit. Other words, nominal FPs must be interpreted by nominal kennings; verb FPs – by verbs/verb phrases, etc. Thus, a definition within a microstructure of a phrase-book must show adequately all features of FPs which is put into dictionaries.

The connotative macro-component of phraseological definition is a reference to the analysis of special labels. R.A. Ayupova considers that all labels can be divided into seven categories. The first category involves the labels pointing at using FPs in a certain communicative area. It can be the following labels: literary, colloquial, subcolloquial, rude. The second category of labels points at communicative atmosphere in which the FP is used. It is so-called status labels: formal, informal, euphemism. The third category contains the labels informing of FP status
within diachronic approach to the study of language. It is so-called temporal labels: archaic, old-fashioned, neologism, rare. The labels pointing at using of FPs in a certain field of human action or science belong to the forth category. The fifth category involves the labels that denote the function of FPs in a certain social sphere. It can be the following labels: slang, jargon, taboo, vulgar. The sixth category of labels classifies FPs on an area basis (regional labels). It is the following labels: American, Australian, Scottish, etc. Lastly the seventh category of labels points at the area in which an idiom has been used primarily. All these types of labels demonstrate a functional and stylistic aspect of FPs.

Also, in the scientist’s opinion, there are so-called emotive and expressive labels in phrasebooks. The emotive labels show evaluation the FP: approbation, irony, disapproval, contempt, affection, etc. As a rule, expressiveness is a part of an entry and expresses through the following words: extremely, fully and etc.

Illustrative examples, etymological and culturological data, multiple meanings, variances of FPs, their valency (lexical, grammatical), optional words fall within additional components. R.A. Ayupova notes that there are several variances of FPs: graphical (Merrie (or Merry) England), lexical (the bowels of mercy/pity), morphological and syntax (have one’s heart in one’s mouth/one’s heart sank into boots), grammatical (in the turn (turning) of a hand). Also to do entry research of a FP, it is necessary to pay attention whether there are optional units, lexical, grammatical valency in dictionaries. Any part of speech can be an optical unit. The unit is presented, as a rule, parenthetically, for example: at (long) last, (say) enough is enough. Lexical valency shows if the FP can be joined with some words or phrases. Grammatical valency appears when the FP can be joined with certain words groups.

If the three components are discussed, entry research may be considered fully. In our work entry research of an idiom will be realized according to the pattern suggested by R.A. Ayupova.

**Statement of the problem**

Taking into account uniqueness and originality of idioms, we believe that it is very interesting to study its lexicographic descriptions in a comparative manner. The importance of the research is caused by the possibility to study the different lexicographical traditions, to synthesis the common factors and practical results of lexicographic description of idioms and to estimate the achievements and the failures.

The guiding questions are as followers:

1. based on the analysis of the most authoritative dictionaries of idioms, to establish what types of definitions and how they are used for idioms semantization;
2. to analyze the labels;
3. to identify the most frequently used types of examples in the dictionaries;
4. to compare the principles of lexicographic descriptions in different dictionaries consistently.

The sources for our study are the most authoritative American and British dictionaries of idioms of the English language, namely: Dictionary of American Idioms (2005); The American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms (2003); Oxford Dictionary of Idioms (2004); Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms (2002). They all are modern (made after 2000 year), big (each contains several thousands of idiomatic expressions and phrases), monolingual (English), definition, alphabetized dictionaries. They are not only a collection of idioms but verbal collocations, clichés, explanations and sayings, similes and comparisons, common phrases, phrasal verbs. Thus, the used dictionaries are similar.
Keeping in mind the lexis of the dictionaries, we can note dictionary makers to be far from the problem of defining idiom (S.Y. Chornobay, 2011; L. Grant, L. Bauer, 2004).

Methods
In the course of our research we use:
- the comparative method to study ways of lexicographic description in British English and American English;
- the descriptive method to definite features of lexicographic description in each of the above languages;
- the contextual method to analyze split-level idioms (morphological, grammatical, lexical and etc.);
- the quantification method to do quantitative research of interpretation ways of idioms.

Discussion
We start with studying of a significative and denotative component of an idiom in the chosen American and British dictionaries. According to R. A. Ayupova, the characteristics of the component are formed on the basis of a definition analysis. In the Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms we found definitions as free (simple) phrases or sentences, as expended (compound and complex) sentences as well as a combined type of definition (descriptive and etymological). In the Oxford Dictionary of Idioms entry heards are interpreted by using simple, compound and complex sentences as well as lexical units and cross-references. For idioms to be defined, expended and free sentences are mainly used in the American Heritage Dictionary of Idiom. The Dictionary of American Idioms uses the same ways of idiom interpretation as the Oxford Dictionary of Idioms. The quantitative analysis gives the possibility to correlate the types of definitions (see Table 1) and show what extent one or another type is widespread in the dictionaries under consideration.

According to the table much of definitions belong to the expended type, interpretations as free (simple) sentences come after them. Further the order is the following: lexical units, cross-references and, finally, a combined type of definitions. It should be noted that both the British and American dictionaries that are under investigation use variety of types of definitions.

Analyzing the components of the definitions, firstly, it was notable that definitions contain a specific part separated with the mark “hand”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>free (simple) phrase/sentence</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expended (compound and complex) sentence</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lexical unit</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross-references</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a combined type of definition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the *Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms*. The part explains what the idiom usually describes, when it can be used, shows the most typical range of objects or subjects for an idiom. For instance:

```
Once upon a time literary
1 a long time ago & This phrase is often used as a way of beginning children's stories. • Once upon a time there lived a young girl called Cinderella.
```

(CIDI, 2005, 394)

Secondly, most of the definitions used to describe complex idioms have a similar structure with prop words of these idioms in both the British and American dictionaries. For instance, Adj+N, N+ sentence structure are the most commonly used descriptive structures for the nominal idioms in the American dictionaries of idioms, whereas in contrast, Adj+N, N+Participle, N+ sentence structure, indirect description are typical for the same nominal idioms in the British dictionaries. Interpretation of verb idiomatic phrases is by way of verbal combinations with the verb in the preposition. However, to interpret a verb idiomatic phrase, an indirect description is also used in the *Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms*. For example:

```
Get the shaft American, informal
if someone gets the shaft, they are not treated in a fair way • The tax system is all wrong - the rich just get richer and it's the poor who get the shaft.
```

(Ibid, 343)

So, the principle of idiom semantization is about the same in all dictionaries investigated in the work. But at the same time, the British dictionaries involve more definitions having different descriptive structures than the American.

Now we will proceed to the connotative component of the dictionaries. As already mentioned above, a label is such a component. Studying dictionaries we can say about the following categories of labels (see table 2)

According to the table, it is clear that emotive and expressive labels are not used at all in the phrase-books, whereas in contrast, functional and stylistic labels presents very limited, especially in the American dictionaries.

With regard to additional component of an entry, all dictionaries which are under review contain illustrative examples. In the *Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms*, the *Dictionary of American Idioms*, entry heads are illustrated with examples based on sentences from different Corpus. In the *Oxford Dictionary of Idioms* illustrative quotations are taken from a variety of sources: from novels to travel guides broadsheet newspapers to teenage magazines. *The American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms* uses quotations of earlier writers such as Chaucer. To avoid the difficulties in the process of reading, many quotations have had their spelling normalized and some have been rendered into Modern English. Thus, except *The American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms* all others contain examples that reflect natural written and spoken English.

In both the British and American dictionaries multiple meanings can be found in a number of idioms, but in different ways. Some idioms appear in both figurative and literal senses in the same entry in the *Dictionary of American Idioms*. One sense helps the user understand the other sense. In this case, the figurative sense has its origin in the literal sense. In the entries where this occurs, the literal senses are marked *Lit.* and the figurative senses are marked *Fig.* In *The American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms* the idiom meanings have a chronological order. For example:
The example demonstrates a significant degree of subjectivity in establishing polysemy of idioms. In our opinion, to distinguish the meanings of the idiom «without fail” is difficult enough.

Another additional component of an entry which according to R.A. Ayupova we should pay attention is variance of FPs. In spite of containing American, British, Australian versions of idioms, the studied dictionaries do not inform about graphical variance of idioms. Only the Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms contains data concerning grammatical forms of some components of idioms, for instance:

*He/She/They can whistle for it!* (CIDI, 2002, 422);
*take a/its toll* (Ibid, 396);
*as if there was/were no tomorrow* (Ibid).

Lexical *(a tall story/tale)* (Ibid, 383),
*burn to a cinder Also, burn to a crisp.* (AHDI,
favorably in the dictionaries. Each dictionary involves so-called wild card terms. As a rule, they denote that this idiom is often followed by the preposition “of”, and “grass-roots” as an adjective is always used before the noun it describes.

Some grammatical features are labeled at examples in the Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms. For instance:

```
the grass roots, the ordinary people in a society or political organization and not the leaders
• (often + of) The feeling among the grass roots of the party is that the leaders aren’t radical enough.
glass-roots • (always before noun) He’s popular enough within the leadership but he doesn’t have much grass-roots support.
```

(Ibid, 2002, 162), i.e. the dictionary denotes that this idiom is often followed by the preposition “of”, and “grass-roots” as an adjective is always used before the noun it describes.

The Oxford Dictionary of Idioms and the American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms make a retrospective journey in the history of the origin of idioms as well as its use and its individual components. The Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms gives comments on specific words which are in the combination of groups of idioms which all use the same figurative meaning of the words. In such cases, a note explains the figurative meaning and all idioms which follow it have that meaning. For instance:
Also idioms which are very common and useful for learners of English are highlighted in the dictionary, for instance:

**Blood**

Blood is thicker than water.

something that you say which means family relationships are stronger and more important than other kinds of relationships, such as being friends.

- They say blood is thicker than water, so how come so many families hate each other?

**a blood brother**

a man who has promised to treat another man as his brother; often in a ceremony in which they cut themselves and mix their blood together.

- We were blood brothers—I was ready to die for him.

There are also photocopiable exercises at the back of the dictionary.

Thus, the *American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms*, the *Oxford Dictionary of Idioms* and the *Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms* involving historical, culturological data gives opportunity to have vast information about the idiom of interest. In addition to the principle of prescription, the principle of training and methodological practicability is added in the *Dictionary of American Idioms* and the *Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms*. Their entries are aimed not only to explain and show how to use idioms, but also to help those who are learning the English language.

**Conclusion**

The comparative analysis of significative and denotative, connotative and additional components of an entry showed the following features the American and British dictionaries of idioms:

- deficiency of British-American, American or British common lexicographic standards of idiom description. As a result, we were observing a spontaneous, inconsistence and, in common, non-systemic choice, interpretation and presentation of idioms;
- lack of structural and linguistic date, namely, information about semantic relations, lexical valency and syntagmatic relationship the studied idioms to appreciate better their meanings and use easier in discourse in both the American and British dictionaries;
- existence the tendency to make a full, manifold, polyfunctional characteristics of a lexical item in both American and British lexicographic practice;
- constructiveness the trend to make dictionary integral part of the didactic material for studying English in both lexicographic practice
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